THE SOUNDS OF S AND ED AT THE ENDS OF WORDS

Show in order the sounds of S and ED at the ends of words in each sentence.

_____ *They exchanged gave hugs and kisses, walked and chatted.

Sounds = t, d, ud, s, z, and uz.

1. _____ The glass of the cracked widows was dirty.
2. _____ The dogs loved to take walks in the fields.
3. _____ Birds sang, and grass grew in the cracks between stones.
4. _____ The waitresses yawned as they asked for the orders.
5. _____ Covered in leaves, they shouted and laughed as they played.
6. _____ Buses arrived at the stops, and excited students jumped on.
7. _____ His unwashed face and dirty clothes showed he’d lived through hard times and had suffered.
8. _____ Buzzes of bees warned the kids there were nests in the trees.
9. _____ He forwarded faxes and e-mails and communicated his wishes to the businesses he owned.
10. _____ She travels a lot and enjoys the beauty of unspoiled lands.
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